About “Fundamental” book serial
A Fundamental book serial is a book serial to bring readers quickly into the
book's subject and make it possible to relatively easy start working with the
matter. Every book from serial assumes that the reader has at least some basic
knowledge of computer programming and computer technology in general.
Fundamental Kotlin revised is the first book in Fundamental serial released in
three editions.

What is different compared to the Second Edition?
In this edition of the book, a lot of it has been added. Book has a new structure
and new sections are introduced. In this edition of the book, the author tried to
bring more material to better illustrate Kotlin's everyday use.
The book covers Kotlin programming language version 1.7.10. With that in
mind author focused on bringing the latest and the greatest features of the
Kotlin programming language to the readers.

What is this book about?
Fundamental Kotlin revised is a book focused on Kotlin programming language,
on language’s most important features and aspects. All examples and the code
for this book are located on the GitHub repository:
https://github.com/milos85vasic/Fundamental-Kotlin/releases
For all ideas and questions please contact the author by one of the contact
options listed in the “About the author” section of this book.

Who is this book for?
This book is for people who are willing to try something new. Fundamental
Kotlin revised (third edition of Fundamental Kotlin book serial) is imagined not
just as a guide to Kotlin for experienced developers, but also for students or
technology enthusiasts. So, if you are not a senior developer it should not be a
problem. However, some fundamentals of computing are assumed. The reader
should be familiar with some programming fundamentals, with git basics and
bash shell basic commands.

Fonts used in this book
This book uses two typefaces: Ubuntu and JetBrains Mono. Both fonts have
been used for all publication versions of the book.
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